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"I've Got You Under My Skin"—Frank Sinatra

Back in 1956, Frank was unaware that his signature song: "I've Got You Under My 
Skin", best described a coming 'gene therapy' that would chart in the billions—across 
the world. Especially, given the 2nd line of the song: "I've got you deep in the heart of 
me—so deep in my heart that you're really a part of me, I've got you under my skin."

Once these 'vaccines' are injected, they are there for good. Well, not the whole thing
—the mRNA goes away, but the 'detritus' (crap) in the compound (a bi-product of no 
liability for the makers?), and the 'spike', do not degrade. Instead, they remain with the 
host, killing cells they infect. As time passes—what happens to those 'spikes'/cells?

Spike-infected cells are programmed to attack viral 'spike', aggressively. Conse-
quently, when a new virus emerges, 'tired immune systems' cannot mount a challenge. 
Unable to fight back, do the multi-jabbed run a risk of succumbing to a common flu? 

Each 'vaccine' manufacturer offers a similar product—whether mRNA or not, each 
purportedly makes use of a 'gene, that migrates throughout the body, able to pass the 
'blood barrier' to the brain. Once there it abides, undetected, forming untreatable clots.

Overabundant 'spike' in the bloodstream causes ongoing vascular damage—result-
ing in 'blood clots'. Small clots in the lungs can be dealt with, but clots forming, unde-
tected, in the brain, are untreatable, as 'spike' was not intended to pass the 'brain, 
blood barrier'. But contrary to what we were told, pass they did—where they lie in wait. 

For any 'vaccinated' with 'spike', long-term consequences are unknown, but there is 
a growing supposition that we are much better off having taken 'less jabs than more'—
with 'findings/studies' indicating, while 'vaccines' did us no good—they  us great harm.

Did 'drug makers' rush out 'vaccines' for a profit motive, because they had no liability 
whatsoever? Did the 'shots' contain contamination we would never knowingly allow into 
our bodies? Did drug companies allot a large portion of profits to quell questioning/data 
of what they foisted on a public—who were then unable to give 'informed consent'?

Did drug manufacturers assume that mRNA would remain local to the area of injec-
tion? Did they even care? Or worse, is there more to this than we know? 8 of 10 hu-
man beings received at least 1 injection—with studies contending that 'these gene 
therapies' functioned to alter the operating system of the brain. Is this a description of a 
'body snatcher invasion', where only 20% of us retain the pre-covid 'operating system'?

Thinking back, what a horror show it was—given studies indicating a simple rise in 



Vitamin D levels likely makes it impossible that anyone, without co-morbidities, would 
succumb to the virus. Considering that, recall the entire elite campaign functioned as a 
coup against the doctor/patient relationship—in which doctors were censured/can-
celled/indicted for using patented drugs—1 was sued $500B for prescribing vitamin D.

Masks were useless but fools are still wearing them, unaware of 'peer reviewed' 
studies indicating that what is on the inside of the mask is far more toxic than what is 
on the outside. Social distancing was made up. The stopping of transmission by 'vacci-
nation' was fiction. Stay at home was fiction. Closing schools with a lie that children 
were at risk was fiction. And injecting 8 of 10 best describes the horror show we live in.

Criminal elites attacked Ivermectin, a Nobel Prize winner used across the globe, 
which might have saved millions, ridiculed it, with "late night morons' labelling it 'horse 
paste'.  Vitamin D research, known months before 'vaccines', was libeled/slandered: 
04/20/20—New England Journal of Medicine—vitamin D is dangerous. And other 
sundry propaganda: nobody needs vitamin D—even if you are deficient. Now, even 
with the studies in, the Trudeau government is making noise about outlawing vitamins.

If I were less self-delusional, I would be fairly certain elites are purposefully trying to 
kill us. How they would do this is through DNA alteration, changing the human operat-
ing system in the brain, with a mission to bring 80% of global population under control. 
The use of mRNA to spread 'spike' throughout the body/brain may have been inten-
tional. Maybe not. As Rahm Emanuel reminded us: never let a good crisis go to waste.

The presence of 'spike' in the brain (hippocampus), has potential to completely re-
structure the human operating system by limiting the degree to which memory reten-
tion is possible. The supposition being that 'establishment narrative' is all that remains.

Whether planned before 'vaccines' or after, heinous organizations such as WHO are 
pushing, not for 'agreement' on mandatory 'vaccines', but 'compliance'. And, it is less of 
a stretch to see everything at a global level as part of a plan—an elite globalist plan.

We are at full-scale war where a non-productive West, assembling foreign-made 
parts and calling it an aircraft, catch on fire on takeoff, or lose a door in flight. If we fol-
low that trajectory down, given altitude issues and myocarditis (deep in the heart and 
part of pilots), flight schedules may need revised to include not just ETA—but DOA.  

The battle has come to Davos where conservatives are ripping into Schwab's WEF 
'wet dream' of political control by the elite. But, be neither fooled nor complacent: this is 
'realpolitik'. The new president of Argentina spoke forcefully against he WEF agenda 
while, at the same time, surrounding himself with the usual cast of globalist stooges.

Realpolitik' requires we sort-out better candidates from worse—though they be not 
optimum. Between now and election day, the battle is on for our 'mental immune sys-
tem', not in terms of '1984', instead. 'Brave New World', where control is achieved med-
ically—as with mRNA. If 'leftists' retain power—it's over—we've signed-on to our doom. 

What that means for those with a even touch of Trump Derangement Syndrome, 
whether he's on the ballot with Tucker/Vivek, etc., make your mark and vote for them.

Why? Because Trump is an American nationalist, and nationalism is our only hope 
against the 'global menace'. Trump is against CBDC, which by itself would render us 
powerless to the collective. Trump gave us 'warp speed', but he is against ceding US 
constitutional power to foreign tyrants. His Israel support/condemnation of China will be 
'over the top', but I foresee no circumstances in which he doesn't get my vote—to win.
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